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AshBhardwaj takes a fresh look at the
intriguing countries that borderRussia

H aving my passport
scanned in a gazebo
was a novel
experience, but this
was an unusual
border crossing. I
thanked the Polish
border guard,

walked to the middle of the lock, and
stopped to take a photo of the red-and-
white Polish border post facing the
red-and-green Belarusian one. Then I
continued through a gate and found
myself in Belarus.

I’d discovered that, as of last year,
kayakers and cyclists could enter
Belarus via the Augustow Canal.
Delighted by the novelty of this
process, I abandoned plans to take the
train to Minsk, and decided to walk.

Belarus – aka “Europe’s last
dictatorship” – is renowned for being
sensitive about its borders. But here,
on the canal, I couldn’t find the one
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thing I needed: a
Belarusian border
guard. I wandered
into a low pre-fab
building and
called out. A few
minutes later a
man in uniform
appeared.

After some
entertaining
Google
translations
– “You are taking
your feet to
Grodno?! You
have swallowed
too much of the
English vodka!”
– Sergei, the
border guard,
sent me on
myway.

“Welcome to
Belarus,” he said,
with a big thumbs-up.

Belarus was the seventh of 10
countries that I was visiting onmy
journey along the eastern edge of
Europe. Most were part of the Soviet
Union prior to its collapse in 1991 and
have since moved into theWestern
sphere of influence.

My interest in the region was
piqued during a visit to Estonia. As
an Army Reserve Officer in The 7th
Battalion The Rifles, I took part in a
multinational training exercise there
in 2017. It was part of a mission to
bolster Nato defences and send a
message to Moscow, following the
annexation of Crimea.

In Estonia, I got a vivid sense of how
indigenous communities had been
split by political borders and of how
the infrastructure of the ColdWar was
still being played out. I wanted to find
out more – about all those countries
bordering Russia in the new
“Edgelands” of Europe.

My route got longer until it
stretched 5,000miles (8,000 km) from
Arctic Norway, through Finland, Baltic
Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Kaliningrad (also part of Russia),
Poland, Belarus and Ukraine to

the charming city of Grodno and even
the Soviet architecture of Minsk, what
it’s really like is magnificent. Belarus
certainly has legacies of the Soviet
Union, but it has moved beyond it.

I went to Ukraine for the same
reason. All I knew of the country was
the Euromaidan Revolution of 2014
and the troubles in the east ever since.
I headed west – to the city of Lviv and
the CarpathianMountains, along
Ukraine’s border with Romania.

“You are like the first birds,” said
Maks, my guide in the Carpathians,
“Returning after a long winter. After
2014, many people stopped coming to
Ukraine. But it’s perfectly safe. Let’s
hope that more birds follow.”

I’d come to the Carpathians to learn
about the Hutsuls, an ethnographic
group of pastoral highlanders who
have retained their freedom-loving
identity. We were walking along a
ridge that looked up to Mt Hoverla.
Ukraine’s highest peak was hidden by
clouds that twisted around crags.

“When outsiders conquered
Ukraine, the mountains were hard to
control,” said Maks, “So the people
here carried onmuch as before. Even
the Soviets couldn’t oppress the
mountains like they did the plains. So
myths and traditions endure.

“Shepherds still warn of the Mavka:
the female ghosts who drag men to the
forests. And the Chugaystr, the naked
wild man who hunts the Mavka to
keep villages safe.”

As we walked past a shepherd’s hut,
I saw a thick trident-like mark carved
on the door. It was fresh.

“It’s a shamanistic rune,” explained
Maks, “It protects you from lightning
and evil. The Hutsuls will tell you that
all the stories are just there to frighten
children, but they’ll still ask a shaman
to protect their house with magic.”

Then wemet two foresters who
invited us into their camp.

That was how I spent an evening
drinking moonshine and eating salo
(a sort of unfried pork scratching) with
six Hutsul foresters in the Carpathians.
Over the course of the next few hours
I learned how to respond if a Hutsul
offers you a drink: you have tell him
“I drink to you,” and he will respond,
“may God give you health.”

As I continue my travels, I’ll drink
to that.

GettinG
there
Baltic Holidays
(balticholidays.
com) covers the
whole region.
Audley Travel
(audleytravel.
com) travels to
St Petersburg.
Outdoor
ukraine.com
offers guided
walks through
the Carpathians.

UsefUl sites
visitnorway.com;
visitfinland.com;
visitestonia.com;
lithuania.travel;
latvia.travel;
visitrussia.org.uk

Follow Ash
on Twitter and
Instagram:
@ashbhardwaj
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Moldova. Some of these countries are
popular tourist destinations; others are
barely known outside their borders.

Geopolitics and current affairs
would be the background context to
my trip. I wanted to learn new things
and shatter preconceptions about
rarely visited places.

Belarus was a place about which I
knew nothing. Sergei, the border

guard, had set the standard for a
country that, belying a rather bleak,
authoritarian reputation, sets new
standards for friendliness. In every bar
and restaurant staff and customers
wanted to chat about where I was from
and ask why I had come to Belarus.

“To see what it’s really like,” I
would reply.

And from the rolling countryside,

Edgelands
Stories from the
Russian border
Today we launch Edgelands, a
six-part travel podcast following
Ash Bhardwaj’s epic expedition.
To listen to the first two episodes,
register for free on telegraph.co.
uk/edgelandswhere youwill also
find videos, maps and photos.
Edgelands is also available on
Apple Podcasts, Spotify and
good podcast platforms.
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